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Abstract
Advanced glycated end products (AGEs) are molecules formed from the non-enzymatic reaction of reducing sugar
with free amino group of proteins, lipids and nucleic acids. The AGEs play crucial role in the pathogenesis of
cardiovascular, kidney, Alzheimer’s, neurological, diabetes and joints diseases and aging process. Depletion of
cellular antioxidant GSH led to increase binding of glucose derivatives to DNA. DNA can be cross-linked with
different substances, some of the nucleotide AGEs are N2-carboxymethyl oxyguanosine, 5-glycolyl deoxycytidine
etc. Glycation of DNA evolves from the formation of Amadori products finally culminating into DNA AGEs.
Glycation of DNA yields characteristics type of nucleotide adducts which are indicator of many abnormal conditions
such as oxidative stress, arthritis etc. The glyoxal and methyl glyoxals are the earlier form of DNA glycation
products which are derived from the reducing carbohydrate compounds. The AGEs and their product associated
with the mutation, break down of DNA strand, cytotoxicity and various inflammatory conditions. High
concentration of accumulated products observed in diseases like diabetes, uremia, atherosclerosis, asthma, arthritis,
myocardial infarction, nephropathy, retinopathy, periodontitis, neuropathy and other inflammatory conditions. The
decline rate of DNA repair mechanisms and persistence of DNA lesion with increased age of persons enhance the
rate of nucleotide glycation.
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1. Introduction
Glycation is the product of a reducing sugar molecule such as fructose or glucose binding to free amino groups of
protein, nucleic acid or lipid molecule without the controlling action of an enzyme sometimes also called nonenzymatic glycosylation [1, 2]. Glycation reaction was first discovered by the French chemist LC Maillard in 1912
[3]. Advanced glycated end products (AGEs) are molecules which are formed from combining with any
biomolecules having free amino group with the available reducing sugar molecules without enzymatic reactions.
AGEs products yields characteristics type of nucleotide adducts which are indicator of many abnormal conditions
such as oxidative stress, arthrits etc [4]. AGEs causes damage to DNA which is associated with important factors for
mutagenesis, carcinogenesis and diabetes mellitus [5]. Previously, it was suggested that glycation of DNA resulting
in the formation of nucleotide AGEs is associated with an increase in mutation frequency and cytotoxicity [6].
Glycated DNA is a toxic compound called as glycotoxin may contribute to the toxicity of several anti-tumor agents
and over expression of enzymatic anti-glycation defense with multi drug resistance in major classes of tumors.
Improved understanding of glycation may give a direction on decreasing the risk factors and pathophysiological
conditions associated with the formation of nucleotide adducts [6]. Heat processed food products are the very
important source of exogenous glycation, which literally means 'outside the body', may also be referred to as
"dietary" or "pre-formed glycation". Cooked and combined food products like combination of sugars with proteins
and fats which enhance the formation of exogenous AGEs are potent carcinogens [2]. Recently it has been showed
that the exogenous glycations and AGEs were important contributors to inflammation and diseased states.
Although most of the research work has been done with reference to diabetes, these results are most likely important
for many others, as exogenous AGEs are implicated in the initiation of retinal dysfunction, cardiovascular diseases,
type 2 diabetes, and many other age related chronic diseases [4]. The food preservatives, flavoring agents, colouring
agents and other additives which are present in food and food products are considered as exogenous dietary
glycation end product (dAGEs) [7]. It is shown that very high amount of dAGEs is present in donuts, barbecued
meats, cake, and dark colored soda pop [8].

1.1 Endogenous glycation
The monosaccharides or simple sugars such as glucose, fructose and galactose are mainly responsible for the
glycation in the blood which are digested and absorbed from the small intestine, are endoogenous glycation. The
glycation capacity of fructose and galactose is approximately ten times more of glucose, which is main body fuel in
humans [4, 9]. Reaction with sugars and free amino group on DNA is the first step in the evolution of these
molecules through a complex series of very slow reactions in the body known as Amadori reactions, Schiff base
reactions, and Maillard reactions, which may all lead to advanced glycated end products (AGEs). Some AGEs are
very useful compounds, but others are very reactive as they are responsible in many age-related chronic diseases
such as: cardiovascular diseases (the endothelium, fibrinogen and collagen are damaged), type 2 diabetes mellitus
(beta cell damage), Alzheimer's disease (amyloid proteins are side products of the reactions progressing to AGEs),
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cancer (acrylamide and other side products are released) [9]. These types of diseases are the result of very basic and
initial level of glycation which interferes with cellular functioning throughout the body and release of compound
which are highly oxidizing such as hydrogen peroxide [10].It effects the nucleic acid by modifying, mutation and
breaking the strand of DNA which are the process on glycation [11]. Glycation of DNA gives rise to characteristic
nucleotide adduct, some of which have been found to increase in oxidative stress [12-14]. Potent glycating agents in
physiological system are a-oxoaldehydeglyoxal, methylglyoxal and 3-deoxyglucosone [15]. The nucleotide most
reactive under physiological condition is deoxyguanosine in vivo the major nucleotide AGEs are the
imidazopurinone derivatives [16, 17]. Glycation also promotes deamination of cytidine to deoxyuridine [18]. The
N(2)-carboxymethyl-2'-deoxyguanosine (CMdG) and N(2)-(1-carboxyethyl)-2'-deoxyguanosine (CEdG) adducts of
deoxyguanosine are estimated to be more stable. These adducts are also formed by glycation of DNA with glucose
[17, 19] and ascorbic acid [20]; since, glucose and other saccharide derivatives fragment to form glyoxal and
methylglyoxal in the early stages of glycation reaction-the Namiki pathway of glycation [21].
The formation of CEdG was associated with depurination of DNA [19]. Glyoxal and methylglyoxal react
preferentially with deoxyguanosine, but other nucleotides are formed at high a-oxoaldehyde concentration [18, 22].
At higher concentration of glyoxal and methylglyoxal, interstand cross links formed in duplex DNA for which no
structures have been characterized [18, 20]. The physiological significance of the cross link formation is probably
very limited (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Effect of glycation on nucleotides advanced glycation end products
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AGEs are also observed in vitro in similar process while reacting the nucleosides, proteins and lipids with sugar
molecules [23-25]. The exocyclic amino group of 2-deoxyguanosine is more prone to glycation reactions leading to
the formation of N2-carboxyethyl, N2-carboyxmethyl, N2-(1-carboxy- 3-hydroxypropyl) and N2-(1-carboxy-3,4,5trihydroxy-pentyl) modifications as well as cyclic dicarbonyl adducts [25-28]. The two glycation product
diastereomers of N2-carboxyethyl-2-deoxyguanosine (CEdGA,B) are stable products that are formed from glucose,
ascorbic acid, dihydroxyacetone (DHA), or methylglyoxal [27, 29]. First reaction and product of CEdG is formed in
vivo was put forward by Schneider et al. [30].
The technique immunoaffinity chromatography coupled with HPLC is very useful for detection of CedG level in
human urine [31]. Using the same technique, CEdG level are also detected in laboratory by using different sample
such as the genomic DNA of human smooth muscle cells and bovine aorta endothelium cells [15]. Furthermore,
AGEs have been observed in many specific cell and tissues of human body such as in the kidney cells from patients
with diabetic nephropathy and in the aorta of diabetic and non-diabetic hemodialysis patients. Moreover, CEdG has
also been detected in human kidneys and aorta by immunohistochemistry with the monoclonal CEdG antibody.
Thus, CEdG was the only DNA-AGEs which had been detected in vivo so far by the immunoaffinity
chromatography coupled with HPLC technique [32].
Glucose 6-phosphate is reducing sugar which directly modifies the DNA molecules and the result can be seen in
bacteria and eukaryotic cells [33-35]. Furthermore, CEdG is the major glycation product which affects the DNA
under physiological conditions. This chemically defined modification induces damage in DNA such as strand breaks
and mutation which are responsible at least in part for the observed reduction of the transformation rate.
The DNA AGEs are potentially genotoxic compounds which could be directly linked to alterations in the DNA
structure and functionality. CEdG selectively introduced into the DNA, destabilized the N-glycosidic bond between
carboxyethylguanine and the sugar-phosphate DNA backbone, leading to the specific loss of the modified guanine
(depurination). Consequently, CEdG-modification is responsible for single-strand breaks which results in DNA
mutations [28, 36]. The transformation of bacterial cells by glycated plasmids resulted in an increased mutation
frequency caused by insertions, deletions, as well as multiple species [33].
Likewise, when DNA and pre-treated glyoxal or sugars is transected into mammalian cells, single-base substitutions
and the transposition of an Alu-containing element were observed [37, 38]. In vivo, 3-deoxyglucosone, a glucose
degradation product, induces embryonic malformation and teratogenicity, an effect that may be related to DNA
AGEs [39], leading to a defect in transcription and the loss of gene function due to mutations [40]. Wani et al [12]
have studied the in vitro glycation of DNA. The isolated DNA was incubated with different concentrations of
glucose for various time intervals and showed marked changes in the ultraviolet spectroscopic analysis (Table 1).
For the measurement of early glycated products in DNA, NBT reduction assay, developed for quantification of
fructosamine in serum glycosyl proteins, was performed (Figure 2) [41].
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Figure 2: UV absorption of Native DNA (1), DNA incubated with 50 mM (3), 100 mM (5), 150 mM (4) and
200 mM (2) glucose (adapted and modified from Wani et al., 2012).

Property

Native DNA

Glycated DNA

Absorbance ratio (A260/280)

1.7

1.32

Melting Temperature (Tm)

81 C

85 C

% Hypochromicity

-

51%

Amadori products
(nmol/mg DNA)

3

8.6

o

o

Table 1: Characterization of Native and Glycated Human DNA (adapted and modified from Wani et al., 2012)
Aldehydicapurinic/apirimidinidic (AP) sites can be directly induced in DNA by reactive oxygen species [42] or
caused by glycosylase enzymes upon removal of oxidized bases [43]. Studies done by other groups have reported
that the Amadori product formation in glycated samples is higher than in native DNA samples [41]. Preliminary
studies observed that glycation is non-enzymatic product of free sugar and free amnio group on nucleic acids.
Furthermore, incubation of DNA with reducing sugars can generate light absorbing molecules that transmit light
(chromophores) and fluorescent chemical compounds that re-emit (fluorophores) with structural properties similar to
advanced glycated protein products [35, 44]. Ashraf et al. [45] have demonstrated that glucose can cause extensive
damage to DNA structure leading to strand breaks and formation of DNA Amadori products and DNA advanced
glycation end products (Fig. 3 and 4). The change in absorbance observed is due to changes of molecular structure
of glycated DNA which may be due to addition or substitution of molecules of DNA by free radical mediated
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damage to sugar-phosphate backbone followed by partial unfolding of double helix and hence, exposure of
chromophoric bases [46, 47].

Figure 3: Melting profile of native DNA (—) and one (o), two (□), three (∆) and four weeks old (▲ ) glycatedDNA (adapted and modified from Ashraf et al., 2012)

Figure 4: Fluorescence emission spectra of native DNA (—) and one (o), two ( □), three (∆) and four weeks old (▲ )
glycated-DNA (adapted and modified from Ashraf et al, 2012)
Furthermore, appearance of new peaks and/or increased absorbance possibly indicates formation of AGEs (mainly
CEdG) in DNA [44, 50, 51]. The decrease in Tm values of glycated DNA could be attributed to strand breaks and
base modification that may lead to altered hydrogen bonding between base pairs leading to structural changes and
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strand breaks in DNA [52-53]. Moreover, glycation of DNA evolves from the formation of Amadori products finally
culminating into DNA AGEs [45].The formation of hydroxyl radical which is highly reactive compound produced
from hydrogen peroxide is known as Fenton reaction. Oxygen radicals are generated in the process of auto oxidation
of sugar [54, 55]. The cellular protection against the oxidative damage in DNA is achieved by enzymatic and nonenzymatic antioxidants [56].
The presence of superoxide anion radical was detected by the reaction between sugars and DNA by reduction of
NBT (Figure 5) [57]. The superoxide radical formation is suggested to be involved in the Millard reaction of DNA
with sugars [58]. Treatment of glycated DNA with scavengers such as glutathione (GSH), catalase and mannitol
causes removal of free radicals generated during the glycation reaction (Figure 6). GSH showed scavenging activity
in our studies which is in accordance to the previous findings that the depletion of cellular antioxidant GSH led to
increased binding of glucose derivatives to DNA [59, 60]. Therefore, the presence of nucleotide AGEs in DNA may
be associated with an increased mutation frequency, strand breaks in DNA leading to cytotoxicity [61]. Strains of E.
coli that accumulate high levels of glucose- 6-phosphate, which is particularly active in forming AGEs, demonstrate
increased levels of transposition, which is the relocation of the transposable genetic element in DNA [62].

Figure 5: Formation of Amadori products during incubation of glycated DNA with NBT for two days (1), four days (2),
one week (3), two weeks (4), three weeks (5) and four weeks (6) (adapted and modified from Wani et al., 2012)

Figure 6: Effect of various free radical scavengers on glycated DNA (adapted and modified Wani et al., 2012)
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In mammalian cells, it has been found that AGEs formation on DNA is responsible for insertions containing
repetitive sequences of the Alu family that have been found to disrupt human genes [63]. The possibility that AGEs
may induce genetic rearrangements in vivo has important implications, for example, as a possible cause of
congenital malformations in infants of poorly controlled insulin dependent diabetic mothers [64].

1.2 Pathophysiological effects and significance of nucleotide glycation
Nucleotide glycation is more marked in diseases associated with accumulation of glycating agents to a high
concentration in diabetes and uremia [21]. It was found that the incubation of endothelial cells under hyperglycemic
conditions induced strand breaks in DNA [65]. A similar effect was seen in lymphocytes from diabetic patients with
poor glycemic control [66]. The effect may be due to oxidative damage, since increased levels of 8hydroxydeoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) were found in the lymphocyte DNA of diabetic persons [67]. Increased
nucleotide glycation by oxoaldehydes in diabetes has also been implicated in impaired growth of keratinocytes and
fibroblasts in skin lesions [68] and perinatal mortality due to teratogenicity [69]. Intake of high amounts of non-fiber
carbohydrate compounds that form AGEs which are associated with high risk of colorectal cancer for both men and
women [70].
The decline in DNA repair mechanism and persistence of lesions in DNA with increased age [71] may also
exacerbate the effect of nucleotide glycation. Many cross-links glycation products are now considered as causative
factors and high risk factors in the development of many age-related and diabetic disorders, especially those which
are associated with the cardiovascular and renal systems, by causing biochemical and structural alterations on
proteins. Accumulation of glycation products in the sub endothelium of plasma proteins such as albumin, lowdensity lipoprotein (LDL) and immunoglobulin G (IgG) are the major cause of narrowing of arterial lumen [72].It
was observed that they get trapped in basement membranes by covalently cross-linking to AGEs on collagen [73].
AGEs are activated by some receptors i.e mononuclear cells (monocytes and macrophages) which were first shown
to bear specific receptors for AGEs. These receptors activate macrophages which lead to the production of
interleukin -1 insulin like growth factor [74, 75]. These glycated products are localized on receptors and suggest that
their interaction play significant role in the pathogenesis of diabetic vascular lesions [74].

1.3 Diabetes mellitus
Glycated DNA is also considered to be the pathogenic factor for diabetes mellitus [15]. Diabetes, especially when
there is poor control of blood sugar levels, leads to a series of debilitating complications. It affects the eyes, kidneys,
heart, and nerves and is a major cause of blindness, renal failure, stroke and heart attack. Diabetes mellitus, a
condition characterized mainly by a quantitative deficiency in insulin secretion or a resistance to insulin action, is
estimated to affect 5-7% of the population. Microangiopathy, the micro vessel disease in diabetes, includes
retinopathy, nephropathy, and neuropathy and in type 1 patient the first signs of these complications may develop
even in adolescence (Figure 7). The glycation of hemoglobin is a continuous process occurring throughout the 120
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days life span of the red cells [10]. Glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) concentration proportionally increased in diabetic
patients with hyperglycemia and reflects the extent as well as management of diabetic conditions.

Figure 7: Pathways implicated in hyperglycemia induced diabetic micro vascular disease (adapted and
modified from Gugliucci, 2000)
Fructosamine (any glycated protein in its primary stage) indicates medium term glycaemia control and AGEs are
indicator of long term glycemic control in diabetes mellitus [73]. If AGEs also form on DNA in vivo, deleterious
effects on gene expression may occur, and intracellular AGEs formation on cell proteins may thus affect DNA
functions [76-81]. The extremely rapid rate of AGEs formation on histone proteins points in this direction. It was
shown that AGEs levels was three times greater in histone of rat liver sample taken from one month hyperglycemic
condition than those of their age-matched controls [82]. The increased conditions of teratogenesis which is due to the
glycation play the most important role in the pathogenesis of diabetes mellitus [82]. Increasing evidence suggests
that glycation and oxidative stress may be linked to the sorbitol pathway, in which glucose is reduced to sorbitol
which is then converted to fructose, may also lead to diabetic complications [83-87].

1.4 Atherosclerosis
The AGEs play a major role in the development of atherosclerosis, kidney, vascular and neurological diseases in
both diabetes and ageing processes in humans as well as animals [88]. Previous studies have shown that AGEs play
a significant role in the formation and progression of atherosclerosis lesions (Figure 8). Increased AGE
accumulation in the diabetic vascular tissues has been associated with the changes in endothelial cells macrophages
and smooth muscles cell function [63]. AGE-cross link formation results in arterial stiffening with the loss of
elasticity of large vessels [89]. The arterial stiffness has recently been shown to be reversed by the administration of
another anti-AGE class of compound called AGE-breakers [90]. Anti-glycation agents Carnosine (beta-alanyl Lhistidne) a naturally occurring molecule is an aldehyde scavenger and appears to be protective against some
crosslinks of carbohydrates with DNA [91]. The cellular protection against glycation of DNA is provided by
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enzymes that detoxify reactive glycating agents (the glyoxalase system and aldehyde reductase and dehydrogenases)
[6, 92, 93].

Figure 8: The role of AGE products in microangiopathy and macroangiopathy (adapted and modified
from Gugliucci, 2000)

2. Conclusion
The glycation of DNA give rise to characteristic nucleotide adducts, some of which have been found to increase in
oxidative stress. Aldehydic apurinic/apirimidinic (AP) sites can be directly induced in DNA by ROS or caused by
glycosylase enzymes upon removal of oxidized bases. The glycation causes damage to DNA which is associated
with mutagenesis, carcinogenesis and is also considered to be a pathogenic factor for diabetes mellitus. AGEs are
associated with increase in mutation frequency and cytotoxicity.
Glycated DNA is a glycotoxin that may contribute to the toxicity of several clinical cytotoxic anti-tumor agents and
overexpression of some enzymatic anti-glycation defense which is associated with multi drug resistance in major
classes of tumors. Improved understanding of DNA glycation may give direction on decreasing the risk of tumor
associated with dietary factors.
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